In an email
interview with
Hanley I wondered
how exporting
Autorickshaw’s
hybrid music
to South Asia
compared to
performing and
marketing it domestically. He replied
with insight and
humour: “There may
be weight to the
Canadian adage that
you can’t ‘make it’
at home until you
make it elsewhere.
I’m not sure why
that seems to be
true, but anecdotally
it does seem to be
the case. We’re not
trying to make it in India, but perhaps to lay foundations for future
tours … The fact that we incorporate a lot of traditional Indian classical elements in our music seems to be a gateway for South Asian
audiences. It’s [also] always nice to represent Canada and Canadian
music,” on the international stage, therefore “we’re looking forward
to playing some Autorickshawified Joni Mitchell, Leonard Cohen and
Canadian folk songs (“J’entends le Moulin” with solkattu and tabla
bols anyone?)”
I asked Hanley how he expected the various genres their repertoire
explores to resonate with tour audiences. “We will definitely adapt
our repertoire to the venue and audience. For example we’re doing
some Christmas carols with local musicians in Darjeeling – at their
request. That should be fun!” He added: “New audiences are always an
adventure. There is a magic in performing for people who know, and
perhaps like, your music, but there’s a very different kind of magic
playing for an audience who has never heard you before, hearing the
music … for the first time.”
As for South Asian sales of Autorickshaw music mediated via
physical product vs downloads, Hanley noted that they “will take
some CDs, and will ship a box ahead. We will carry a lot of download cards, which we can give away as a musical business card, or sell
much cheaper than a physical CD. [Plus] all our music is online [and
we’ve uploaded] lots of videos onto our YouTube channel.”
Hanley neatly summed up the music scene in India: “It’s really
happening [with] clubs popping up. There are festivals galore, with
lots of bands producing original music. What we do might come from
a different place simply because we grew up in Canada and have a
strong Western foundation in various forms such as pop, jazz etc. And
why are Indian presenters eager to present us? I’m not sure. Could it
be our [unique] Canadian perspective on our blend of styles?
On one hand Autorickshaw’s two-month tour sounds like a grand
adventure in (re)encountering the roots of some of the musical
streams it has been exploring throughout its collective career. It will
also no doubt expand the awareness among South Asian audiences
of a Canadian world music accent. I for one will enjoy reading the
trio’s “reports from the road,” vicariously experiencing their musical
travels which will take them on December 15 to the Kathmandu
Jazz Conservatory, Nepal, and on January 26 to SpringFest in
Kharagpur, India.

Turquoise Gaze), four leading
singers and instrumentalists on
the Toronto world music scene,
take the Centre’s stage. Brenna
MacCrimmon, Maryem Tollar,
Sophia Grigoriadis and Jayne
Brown are the remarkable musicians whose appearance at the
Aga Khan Museum I wrote about
last month. Having collected,
performed and recorded
songs from Turkey, the Middle
East, Greece and the Balkans
for decades, you can expect
masterful renditions of this
repertoire, “cultivating a sweet
sonic union” along the way.
December 6 may well
mark a first in my column: a
musical film screening. The
Centre presents two films by
Ensemble Polaris
American director Matthew
Dunning collectively tilted The
Stirring of a Thousand Bells (2014), released on DVD by the hipster
Seattle, Washington label Sublime Frequencies. This fascinating niche
publisher focuses exclusively on “acquiring and exposing obscure
sights and sounds from modern and traditional urban and rural frontiers.” Its roster encompasses audio field recordings, repackaged
folk and pop compilations, radio collages and DVDs, mostly from
Southeast Asia, North Africa and the Middle East.
Dunning’s films take viewers on a musical-visual journey of life
in Central Java, Indonesia, focussing on gamelan music, a regional
orchestral practice unbroken – though continuously shifted geographically, refreshed stylistically and hybridized – for some four centuries.
In the city of Solo, where a Sultan still reigns, gamelan and its meditative palace dances remain a part of everyday life. I’ve been to Java
five times studying and playing gamelan, and still feel like a beginner
in the face of the complex interactive music’s inner workings and
emotional life. The director will be present to contextualize his own
gamelan practice and his films.
Ensemble Polaris: January 18, 2015 at 2pm the Gallery Players of
Niagara present Ensemble Polaris in “Definitely Not the Nutcracker” at
the Silver Spire United Church, St. Catharines. This fun concert celebrates Tchaikovsky’s popular music for the ballet but with a whimsical twist. Arrangements by the Ensemble alternate with songs and
instrumentals from the Russian folk tradition. The instrumentation
gives a hint of what they’re up to. Marco Cera (guitar, jarana barroca);
Kirk Elliott (violin, Celtic harp, mandolin); Margaret Gay (cello, guiro);
Katherine Hill (voice, nyckelharpa); Alison Melville (baroque flute,
recorders); Colin Savage (clarinet, bass clarinet); Debashis Sinha
(percussion, birimbao) and Jeff Wilson (percussion, musical saw). This
new year why not stretch your musical legs, travel to St. Catharines
and experience something other than customary?
Master Shajarian: January 31, 2015 Persian master singer, composer,
teacher and instrument innovator Mohammad Reza Shajarian takes
centre stage at Roy Thomson Hall. Shajarian has been widely celebrated and decorated at home and internationally. UNESCO in
France presented him in 1999 with the prestigious Picasso Award,
one of Europe’s highest honours. In 2006 he was decorated with the
UNESCO Mozart Medal and he has twice been nominated for the
Grammy for Best World Music album. I had the privilege of hearing
him sing about a decade ago and was impressed with his mastery of
the difficult classical dastgah idiom. His vocal performances are justly
savoured for their technical beauty, power and strong emotional presence. This concert is another good way to celebrate your good luck in
reaching 2015 in good nick.

Following are some of the stories I would likely have written about
in depth had I not been sidetracked into talking about covert world
music elements embedded in Canadian Christmas repertoire (Aaron
Davis, page 14) and Canadian world musicians about to embed themselves in South Asia.
Small World Music Centre: December 5 Nazar-i Turkwaz (My
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